BLOCK WEEK BASH | TOMORROW

After a week of intensive learning and diligent work, de-stress yourself by joining your school community to celebrate the culmination of Block Week at the City Building Design Lab tomorrow from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

The afternoon will fly by as we enjoy a slice (or two) of pizza, stop by the cocktail bar, listen to fine tunes, spend quality time with friends and colleagues, and take in some fantastic exhibits by fellow SAPL students.

Register Now
COLLABORATIVE ECOLOGIES | OPENING NIGHT

Join us tomorrow at the City Building Design Lab Gallery from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. for the opening night of Collaborative Ecologies, a marc boutin architectural collaborative (MBAC) exhibition, presenting the firm's work over the past 25 years. The exhibition will feature a graphic repository of the cross-pollination of design research trajectories, collaborative networks, people and projects, and a series of physical models that are emblematic of the design acumen forged through this process.
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT

The Thirteenth International Conference on the Constructed Environment, Human/Nature: Toward A Reconciliation will take place May 17 and 18, in-person and online. Register for online lectures HERE.

IN THE NEWS

GRANT EMBEDS INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE IN SAPL'S FIRST BACHELOR DEGREE

Financial contribution from real estate foundation to diversify industry, better prepare future professionals. UTODOY

SAPL LAUNCHES INDIGENOUS PATHWAYS PROGRAM

The program aims to increase Indigenous enrolment in the school, and increase the diversity of voices in the architecture, landscape architecture, and planning fields. CANADIAN ARCHITECT

UCALGARY STUDENTS DIVERT 2,000+ POUNDS OF LAB STYROFOAM FROM LANDFILL

New recycling program sees big uptake in first year of pilot at Foothills Campus. UTODOY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS | CASA

CASA-ACÉA is calling for work to showcase at the 2023 RAIC Conference in May, in an
opportunity to profile student work to potential employers, colleagues, and the public.

LEARN MORE

PERIPLUS SUMMER WORKSHOPS
Take part in a design residency in Greece this summer as part of the first-ever Athens Design Festival. READ MORE

OPPORTUNITY FOR MASTER'S STUDENTS
The Canadian Centre for Architecture encourages students to participate in a three-month collaborative project exploring and supporting how the Jardins de Métis/Reford Garden are contending with a changing local climate. MORE DETAILS

HYBRID EDUCATION SURVEY
What are your thoughts on hybrid classrooms? Support educators and researchers from the Playful Hybrid Higher Education project by taking this survey to help develop guidance on this model of education.

TURKEY AND SYRIA EARTHQUAKE RELIEF FUND
The recent earthquakes in Turkey and Syria have caused massive devastation across both countries, and the families of many University of Calgary students have been affected. A SAPL student is doing something to help, by setting up the Relief Fund by University of Calgary Students. Donations are also being accepted at the Red Cross.

RAIC FOUNDATION BURSARY | CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Architecture students are invited to submit a project that encourages public education or enables significant scholarly research that results in publications, exhibitions, symposia, lectures, or conferences. LEARN MORE

WATER SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY
Are you interested in water sustainability at UCalgary? Participate in this survey for a chance to win a $75 Gift Card by sharing your thoughts on water sustainability on campus.

WEBSITE UPDATES?
Let us know what needs our attention. Send a detailed note to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca explaining the problem, and please provide the
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

SUMMER INSTRUCTOR | DESIGN CAMP
UCalgary’s Design Camp is currently instructors for the upcoming camp season. The successful candidates will design and execute activities that provide ample opportunity for kids to learn and bring their visions to life. APPLY HERE

PLANNER, POLICY, AND DEVELOPMENT
Richardson and the City of Lloydminster are hiring a Planner, Policy, and Development. LEARN MORE

SENIOR PLANNER
Richardson and the City of Lloydminster are looking for a Senior Planner. READ MORE

GRAPHIC DESIGN SUPPORT
Graphic design support is needed for a Doctoral publication in Urban Planning. The position totals 10 to 15 hours, with flexible timing in February and early March 2023, with the potential of extending work in the future. Those who are interested, send an e-mail to teresa.goldstein@ucalgary.ca

GALLERIES

DRAWING AND DESIGNING CITY LANDSCAPES | CBDLAB EVENT HALL
An exhibition displaying fascinating landscape drawings of American cities by Valerio Morabito, a Fellow at the American Academy in Rome in Landscape Architecture. The show is open to the public at the CBDLab Event Hall from 12-6 p.m. until tomorrow.

JUST SAPL _ EDIA BY DESIGN | STANTEC GALLERY
This exhibition at the Stantec Gallery features the 2022 Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Accessibility engagement through course content, workshops, outreach events, and student research at SAPL.
THE PROBLEM WITH BUILDINGS THAT JUST FIT IN
The collective desire for maintaining property values can often usurp an individual's desire for their home to reflect their thoughts and dreams.

CITIES AT CROSSROADS
Young Urbanists', a new generation of urban professionals, are eager to take on the responsibilities to make South Africa a country with vibrant cities and towns.

WHY LINEAR CITIES DON'T WORK
Linear cities can suffer from a number of issues that make them less livable than more traditional, compact urban forms.
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